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Introduction
Planning as propositional satisfiability (SAT) is a powerful
approach for computing optimal plans in terms of Graph-
plan plan length. SatPlan (Kautz and Selman 1992) is one
of the most popular and efficient planning system adopting
this approach. First, it computes a lower bound k of the
optimal plan length. Then, using k as the planning hori-
zon, i.e., a fixed time step after which actions cannot be exe-
cuted, it translates the planning problem into a SAT problem
Π, which is then solved by an existing SAT solver. If Π is
satisfiable, then the assignment to propositional fluents sat-
isfying the SAT problem is translated into a plan of actions
that is a solution of the original planning problem. Other-
wise (Π is unsatisfiable), the process is repeated using an
increased value of k. A critical weakness of the approach is
that often the initial value of k is much less than the optimal
plan length, and hence many unsolvable SAT problems can
be generated and processed.
The performance of a planning system is typically af-
fected by the structure of the search space, which depends on
the considered planning domain. In many domains, the plan-
ning performance can be improved by deriving and exploit-
ing some knowledge about the domain structure that is not
explicitly encoded in the input domain formalization. Well
known examples of such knowledge are macro actions (e.g.,
(Botea et al. 2005; Newton et al. 2007)). A macro-action is
a sequence of domain actions that can be planned at one time
like a single action. Using macro-actions the planning pro-
cess is often faster, but the length of the computed solution
plan can be worse than optimal.
In this paper, we propose a SAT-based optimal planner,
called MacroSatPlan, which exploits two types of knowl-
edge learned for a given domain to speedup the SAT solving:
(i) a predictive model based on some problem features esti-
mating the optimal plan length, and (ii) useful sets of learned
macro-actions.
A preliminary experimental analysis shows that the
learned knowledge is useful for speeding up the computa-
tion of the optimal solution of the planning problem.
Architecture of MacroSatPlan
The architecture of MacroSatPlan, sketched in Figure 2,
consists of three main modules, briefly described below.
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Figure 1: A sketch of MacroSatPlan’s architecture. pio and
pir indicate an optimal plan and a relaxed plan, respectively.
Learning module. This module consists of four main com-
ponents: the 2006 version of SatPlan (Kautz, Selman, and
Hoffmann 2006), a modified version of planner FF (Hoff-
mann and Nebel 2001), Macro-FF (Botea et al. 2005), and
the machine learning toolWEKA (Witten and Frank 2005).
FF is a forward search planner which exploits GraphPlan
for computing a relaxed plan pi achieving the problem goals
from the successor states. The number of actions in pi is an
estimate of the distance from the successor states to the goal
states. We use a revised version of FF that only computes
the length of the relaxed plan derived from the initial state
of the planning problem, without computing a solution for it.
WEKA is a well-known tool for learning predictive mod-
els. Given a set of training problems for domain D, WEKA
is used to identify a predictive model of the optimal plan
length for a given problem in domain D from (i) the length
of the optimal plan computed by SatPlan, (ii) some pre-
identified features of the planning problem, and (iii) the
length of the relaxed plan computed by FF. The optimal
plan length predicted byWEKA is subsequently used by the
SAT encoder of the planning problem as the initial value
of the planning horizon. It is important to note that, differ-
ently from SatPlan, in our approach the initial horizon can
be higher than the optimal plan length.
Macro-FF (Botea et al. 2005) is a planning system com-
puting macro-actions and using them for solving planning
problems. The method implemented into theMacro-FF sys-
tem computes the macros by analyzing the solutions of a set
of training problem instances, so that the macros that appear
frequently and that reduce the required search effort signifi-
cantly are preferred. The computed macros are subsequently
used by a modified version of SAT-solverMiniSAT (Eèn and
Sörensson 2003) during the planning phase.
Preprocessing module. This module consists of two exist-
ing systems: the modified version of FF and the SAT en-
coder used by SatPlan to compile a planning problem into a
SAT-problem.
The compilation of the original planning problem (with-
out macros) is done using as horizon the predicted plan
length value. It is important to note that if the domain
defining the input planning problem were extended with the
macro-actions computed by the learning module, the plan
derived from the solution of the SAT solver could be sub-
optimal.
The input of the planning module includes the SAT en-
coding, together with the computed macro-actions and the
relaxed plan computed by FF for achieving the goals from
the initial state of the planning problem.
Planning module. This module consists of a variant of
MiniSAT that can exploit the macro-actions computed by
the learning module to guide the search during SAT solving.
At each search step, the original version of MiniSAT se-
lects an unassigned variable, and sets it to the false value.
Then, this decision is in turn propagated by unit propagation.
As soon as a clause becomes unary under the current assign-
ment, the remaining literal in the clause is set to true and
this decision is propagated, possibly reducing other clauses
to unary clauses. The propagation process continues until no
more information can be propagated. If a conflict is encoun-
tered (all literals of a clause are false), a “conflict clause”
is constructed and added to the SAT problem. The deci-
sions made are retracted by backtracking until the conflict
clause becomes unary; this unary clause is propagated, and
the search process continues.
The modified version of MiniSAT assigns true to the se-
lected variable, instead of false, preferring unassigned vari-
ables belonging to the most promising macro-actions. These
are macro actions involving actions in the relaxed plan pre-
viously computed by FF. Ties are broken using some sec-
ondary criteria, such as the ratio between the number of vari-
ables with true value and the size of the macro, and the time
step of the first action forming the macro.
If the SAT encoding of the planning problem with pre-
dicted horizon t is initially solvable, the process is repeated
with horizon t−1, and so on, until a horizon q < t for which
the SAT encoding is unsolvable has been identified. Other-
wise, the process is repeated with an increased value of t,
and it terminates when a solvable SAT encoding is gener-
ated. The optimal solution is derived from the last computed
assignment satisfying the SAT problem.
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Figure 2: CPU times of SatPlan andMacroSatPlan for find-
ing an optimal solution and proving its optimality for do-
main Ferry. On the x-axis, we have the problem names
simplified by numbers; on the y-axis, the CPU times (loga-
rithmic scale).
Preliminary Experimental results
Figure 2 shows the CPU time required by MacroSatPlan
to find the optimal solution and proving its optimality after
having found it with respect to the time required by SatPlan,
using 30 instances of domain Ferry. Concerning find-
ing and proving optimal solutions,MacroSatPlan is slightly
faster than SatPlan. On the other hand, the CPU time used
to generate the optimal solution (without proving its opti-
mality) is much better than the CPU time of SatPlan.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have briefly described MacroSatPlan, a planner based
on the propositional satisfiability approach using macro-
actions and learned horizons. A preliminary experimen-
tal study shows that the learned knowledge can be useful
for generating optimal solutions much more quickly than
SatPlan. Future work includes additional experiments about
the relative impact of the macro-actions and the predictive
model of the optimal plan length on the performance of
the planning system, and the integration of Wizard (New-
ton et al. 2007) as an alternative system for learning macro-
actions.
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